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Introduction to mTrax
mTrax
Overview
mTrax is an Australian application that can track almost anything. We
empower clients to track “Assets, Activities and Attitudes”. Think individuals,
skip bins, boats, rescue vessels, cars, utes, trucks, cranes, buses, earth moving
equipment, even vehicles moving on rail lines. If a tracker can be fitted to
something – then we can track it. What do we mean by attitudes? mTrax is
often used to detect employee behavioural issues. It may sound like big
brother but really it is just prudent supervision and allows clients to be
deliberate in the exercise of duty of care so strongly imposed on businesses
today.
Provided as a “SAAS” or Software as a Service, mTrax has extensive
capabilities in access control, mapping, reporting and alerting. The user
interface is intuitive and users are only presented with options that they are
authorised to access.
mTrax is securely hosted in the (Sydney based) Amazon AWS cloud ensuring
high scalability and excellent security, performance and availability as well as
state of the art disaster recovery.
mTrax is owned and developed by Arvia, an Australian company with ten
years in the telematics market. mTrax is used at many different levels by
businesses of all sizes from a global telecommunications giant, Australian
enterprises like Broadspectrum and Toll as well as Australia’s medium sized
service and transport businesses down to small companies with just one
vehicle.
The types of assets our customers track using mTrax include passenger
vehicles, Utilities, Transport and Logistics, Construction, Emergency Services
and many others. Our solutions cover the whole of Australia and New
Zealand including areas that require GSM/Satellite hybrid solutions for areas
with minimal or no GSM coverage. We also have a range of duress systems
providing protection for individual workers in a variety of scenarios.
Arvia has over 130 authorised installers across Australia and New Zealand. Our
attention to detail on installs is unsurpassed.
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Arvia has extensive capability to customise mTrax based solutions. Building
customer specific mobile applications, custom reports and integration with
third party applications means we can deliver a solution that fits the
customers’ business operation. We build solutions to difficult non-standard
requirements with a cost effective performance based approach.
Arvia is well positioned to fulfil the needs of fleets of all size, type and
locations.
Our customers include

Technology Partners

Arvia uses only the best telematics equipment. Our key technology partners
are Calamp – manufacturer and global supplier of a range of trackers and
equipment, Meitrack -manufacturer and global supplier of our preferred
personal tracker devices, and Melbourne based Step Global an Australian
business specialising in innovative GPS & RFID solutions for over 20 years. Step
Global is the Australian agent for Calamp and are experts in the positioning
and tracking fields. Arvia often partners with Step Global to consult on,
design and develop customised solutions that leverage world-class GPS,
Iridium & RFID products.
The Calamp range of products provide us with the capability to track in a
broad range of economic and technological environments including:
•
•
•
•
•

low cost basic trackers for simple track and trace applications
high end devices with extensive capability for monitoring vehicle
operations like PTO (Power Take Off), seat belt compliance, crane
operations
Long term battery operations for non-powered assets with battery life
exceeding one year
GSM/Satellite hybrid to monitor vehicles that move in and out of GSM
coverage areas
In vehicle display units for standard and custom applications
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•
•
•
•

Plug in trackers for easy installation in passenger vehicles.
Driver Identification vi iButton, RFID and other types of driver
authentication including On-Screen with an in vehicle display.
In Vehicle panic buttons
Integrated lone worker duress systems

Inside mTrax
As mentioned earlier mTrax will track any kind of asset. In this document, for
simplicity, we refer to “vehicles”, but “vehicles” translates to anything being
tracked.
Below is an overview of some of the key functional areas of mTrax including
some pertinent screen shots. Call us with your requirements and questions.
The mTrax system has an easy to use “Navigator” that lets you access the
areas of the system that relate to your job. An Administrative user, for
instance, will see more items on the navigator than a Despatch Operator.

Access Control
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Logging into mTrax
mTrax is accessed using a web browser at https://platform.mtrax.co. A simple
dialog (screenshot below) is provided to allow users to login. In the first field
the user enters their account id and user id as account/userid. So Jean Pierre
at Acme would enter “acme/jeanp”, The second field is the password. Most
browsers will invite you to store that login information so you don’t have to
type it in every time. There are options to recover your password if you forget
it and you can (should) click the link to read the terms and conditions
governing your access to and use of mTrax. You can also choose a language
other than English.

Absent User Session Timeout
After you log in the system will monitor your session in case you leave your
desk for more than twenty minutes. If you don’t access mTrax for 20 minutes a
“Are you still there” message will be displayed and you will need to type in
your password to continue. After entering your password your session will
resume where you left off.
If you click on an automatic refresh button, the session timeout will not occur.
This allows you to create a wall display of the map or have a continually
updating map on another screen.
Logging out of mTrax
To exit mTrax you can just close the browser however it is more secure if you
click the logout button to completely end the session, particularly if you are
working on a public computer.

User Access controls
Users are restricted as to what features and information they can access
using “Access Control Lists” or “ACLs”. These ACLs are very flexible ensure that
private information is only accessed by users that have a need to do so. This is
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an advanced feature that is more often used by larger companies and less
often by customers with only a few users.
Some examples are:
A Dispatch Operator may need access to:
• The mapping system to see
o Service Vehicles within their operational group or geographical
area
o but not executive or sales vehicles
• create new geozones
• but not run reports
• and not perform administrative functions
A Fleet Administrator may need access to:
• Update details of vehicles in the system
• Create and update Driver records and issue iButtons
• but Not access user accounts
• and not mapping
• Run some but not all reports
There is a “default” set of ACLs applied when a user is created without
specific ACLs but these can be overridden or replaced by assigning a “Role”
to a user.

The mTrax support team will help you to setup the mTrax
system to suit your business.

Roles
Aside from assigning ACLs to individuals you can create “Roles”. A role is just
a set of ACLs that should be applied to a role within your organisation – for
example a Dispatch Operator role if you have several Dispatch Operators.
The Role feature makes it easy to setup the access controls for multiple users
doing a similar job.
Creating Users
As a new customer, an Administrator account is provided that allows you to
setup the vehicles and vehicle groups, user accounts, driver accounts,
geozones, and other “startup” items necessary to start using mTrax. You can
perform these functions yourself or you can ask the mTrax Support Desk to
help.
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The first activity is to setup user accounts for everyone that needs to log into
mTrax. We strongly recommend that every user be given their own account.
There is no limit to how many accounts you can create and there are no “per
user” charges.
The create user form is in the Administrator area of the main mTrax navigator
and has three key panels for identifying the user and determining what
vehicles groups and system features they are allowed to access.

Mapping
The mTrax mapping functions consist of a “Mapping Navigator” on the left to
select what vehicles and groups should be displayed, and the map panel on
the right.
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The Map is extensive but this rather busy screen shot will give you a fair overview of the key features
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Reports
mTrax provides a good range of reports that will suit the needs of many
companies. Most reports have the ability to display or not display individual
fields and/or change the field order. Some reports can be scheduled to run
on a regular basis and email the report to the specified recipient.
Custom reports can be created to suit your business operation.

As with the mapping features, the Reports functions consist of a Navigator to
decide what report to run and a “form” area on the right to set the details.
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Vehicles
Much of the mTrax functionality centres around vehicle records. The following
screen shots demonstrate some of the feature rich options.

Drivers
mTrax records driver details to:
• Track who is/was driving a vehicle
• Send messages to their mobile phone
• Email reminders on license renewals etc.
See “Driver Identification” under Hardware Options to see how you can
record who was driving a vehicle at a particular time or during a particular
task.
(Screen shot on next page)
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Vehicle Groups/Fleets
A vehicle group or fleet is an organisational unit that describes a group of
vehicles. The purpose could be geographical, capability, vehicle class or any
other arbitrary category. There is no limit on the number of groups. It is
important to note that a vehicle can, and often will, belong in multiple
groups. Groups are critical for reporting functions like fleet utilisation. A real
world example might be the following groups. It is easy to see that a single
vehicle might be a member of all the groups for reporting and organisational
purposes.
Group Name
Melbourne-service
Victoria-service
All-service-vehicles
All-vehicles
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Geozones
Sometimes called geofences, mTrax provides the ability to draw a circle or
shape around a location on the map and give it a name. We call those
geozones (or zone for short) and mTrax allows you to have as many geozones
as you require. One of our customers has over 5000 zones. Geozones allow
you to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Detect when a vehicle enters or leaves the zone
Detect when a vehicle speed exceeds the limit you set for that zone
Record how long a vehicle was inside – or outside of a given zone
Have multiple layered zones with priority on detection
Specify a purpose for a zone (ie Delivery, Pickup, HQ, Branch, Exclusion
Zone) etc.
Report on geozone attendance
Create special applications that are geozone centric
Many other scenarios.
If you have a list of customers or locations the mTrax support
team can help you to import them into the geozones table

One of the common integration requests is to automatically create geozones
from other applications and get information about entry/exit times
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Business Rules Engine
The mTrax business rules engine (BRE) is one of the most powerful features of
mTrax. Capturing events as they occur, measuring them against set criteria
and initiating actions is core to creating registration reminders, alerting on
operating violations, warning about pending problems with vehicles (like low
battery)….. many business rule based decisions.
There are “system” rules that you can “click and go” and we are always
looking for new “system” rule candidates.
The BRE is complex and comprehensive. Some customers do write business
rules, however most choose to get the mTrax support team to do that for
them – after all the support team is “there to serve”.
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Hardware Options

There are a great many options for monitoring and controlling elements in a
vehicle. If you need something not listed below please contact us.
Driver Identification
mTrax supports a number of options for identifying who
is driving a vehicle. These include RFID, iButtons and invehicle displays.
iButton

iButtons are a small device
carried by each driver (see
picture below) usually on their
keyring. When the driver enters
the vehicle and switches on the ignition a buzzer will
sound instructing them to “log in”. The driver then
touches the iButton to a sensor installed in the
vehicle which then turns off the buzzer and records
the iButton in the mTrax system. The driver does this each time they turn on
the ignition.

iButtons are the most economical system and is used by most
customers.

RFID
Similar to the iButton the RFID tag can be a very small disk or tag carried by
the driver on their key ring or in their wallet. When the driver enters the vehicle
and switches on the ignition the system will sense the RFID tag in the vehicle
and register the driver.

Customers using the RFID based mTrax Tool Track premium
application might choose to use the RFID driver ID system.

In-Vehicle display
If an in-vehicle display is fitted to the vehicle the customer can choose to use
this as the method of driver identification using a “login” form. As with the
iButton, a buzzer sounds until the driver logs in.
Commercial in confidence
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Crew Tracking
Customers who fit their vehicles with “driver ID” can use the sensor for crew
tracking by issuing a tag to all crew persons – not just the driver. The crew all
tag in when they enter the vehicle. The last person to tag in is the driver. This
facilitates knowing who was driving and who the crew was on a particular
job and or a list of jobs that a crew person has attended.
Roll Over Sensor
When fitted the roll over sensor will activate a back to base alert when the
vehicle angle exceeds 45o. A more advanced model is also available to alert
at 90o to allow for vehicles like backhoes that regularly move over ground
that might be more than 45o. The sensor can also be configured to sound an
in-cab buzzer when it the sensor activates.

Temperature Sensor
Sensors can be fitted to the Reefer unit that cools the rear compartment of
your cold store vehicles. The temperature is monitored and sent back to
mTrax with every positional report. Reports are available for temperature
history in the vehicle as well as a special report linked to Progressions for
reporting the temperature at each stop during a route.
PTO
The PTO or “Power Take Off” sensor is the ability to monitor specialist features
or equipment on the vehicle. Typical examples are Elevated Work Platforms,
Mower activation, Street sweeper, cranes.
Privacy Switch
An optional button installed in the vehicle allows the driver to switch the
tracker to “Privacy” mode at the start of a trip until the ignition is next
switched off. When Privacy mode is activated in the standard configuration,
the data is still transmitted to mTrax but the data is not displayed on maps nor
included in reports except that if the Fringe Benefit Tax reporting is in use then
the distance travelled during Privacy Mode is recorded for FBT purposes. The
configuration of this Privacy facility can be varied to suit the operational
requirement.
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3rd Party Integration

The Arvia Professional Services team is able to facilitate mTrax integration to
customer and/or 3rd party systems. The integration work is undertaken as a
separate project and quoted at the time with a statement of work.

Specialised Modules
Duress Systems
Overview
mTrax supports many different Duress systems, with the three mentioned
below being the most common. In brief these are:
• In Vehicle Panic Button that can deliver a message via 3G or Iridium
• A Personal tracker that only uses the GSM/3G network and offers
broader application scope
• A low cost In-Vehicle system with portable fob, that delivers the
message via 3G or Iridium via the vehicles mTrax tracking system
In Vehicle Panic Button
The most basic panic system is a dash mounted “Panic Button”. The user
simply presses the button for three seconds and a panic message is sent
back to mTrax via the 3G or Iridium network if there is no 3G signal available.
(if fitted)
Duress_Plus
Duress Plus is a duress system designed and manufactured by Step Global. It
consists of small waterproof key fob and an in-vehicle receiver linked to the
GPS Tracker.
The key fob has panic and cancel buttons as well as LED indicators and will
vibrate to give the user feedback that their message has been received by
the vehicle. The fob has a range of 500m line of sight. The range will diminish if
there are buildings or other obstacles between the person and the vehicle.
If the user presses the panic button, a signal is sent to the vehicle, which in
turn sends a message to the mTrax system via 3G or Iridium in the absence of
a 3G signal. (if Iridium is fitted).
When mTrax receives the panic message it can:
• Displays a popup on designated users mTrax sessions
• Send an SMS message to one or more designated mobile numbers
• Send an Alert message to a third party call centre or security
monitoring centre
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P99G Personal Tracker
The P99G is an IP67 waterproof tracker with “Panic” features specifically
designed for lone workers. If a worker in the field is injured or becomes
threatened, he/she presses the large panic button and a message is sent via
the 3G GSM network to mTrax which in turn processes the panic message by
one or more of:
• Display a popup on designated users mTrax sessions
• Send an SMS message to one or more designated mobile numbers
• Send an Alert message to a third party call centre or security
monitoring centre
• Any other defined escalation process
Charging is needed every few days (depending on how it is used) via either
a magnetic snap charge cable or a wireless charging pad. These advanced
charging methods allow people with reduced dexterity to charge the P99G
without having to connect to a small USB cable. A brochure is attached at
the end of this document.
A key optional benefit of the P99G is that Call Centre operators can connect
to the device and monitor the situation
The P99G tracker is also a fully independent tracker and can be used to as a
temporary tracker in a vehicle.
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Feature Comparison
The following table provides a comparison of the three Duress systems.
Feature
Operates in
vehicle
Operates
independently of
vehicle
Range limited
relative to
vehicle
Operates on 3G
network
Operates on
Iridium network
(where fitted to
vehicle)
Has subscription
charges in mTrax
Implementation
Cost per unit
Silent monitoring
by call centre
Call to call
centre
Panic button
Cancel button
Needs regular
charging
Can be used as
temporary
vehicle tracker

In Vehicle
Panic
Button
Y

P99G
personal
tracker
Y

Plus-Duress
system

N

Y

Y

N

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

N

Y

N

Y

N

None

$200.00

N

Y

Approx.
$250.00
N

N

Y (increased
data plan
required)
Y
N
Y (every 2 –
3 days)
Y

Y
N
N
N

Y

N
Y
Y
N
N

Fringe Benefits Tax Compliance and Reporting
An mTrax add-on module is available for FBT reporting. Every vehicle must be
fitted with a driver ID option to identify who is driving the vehicle for each trip.
A number of pre-set business trip purposes can be set up to restrict the
drivers’ choices. The module has multiple methods of distinguishing between
business and private use of the vehicle.
• In Vehicle Privacy Button (currently under development)
For this method a button is fitted to the vehicle. When the driver presses
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the button at the start of the trip, the trip is recorded as a non-business
trip until the next time the ignition is switched off.
• In Vehicle display
For this method a tablet device is fitted to the vehicle that controls
driver ID login and trip data including the purpose of the trip and
button to indicate that the trip is completed. During the trip, each time
the ignition is switched off the driver is prompted to indicate whether
the trip is finished or is continuing. This allows stops for refuelling, rest
stops etcetera and records a single trip rather than a trip for each stop.
• Email to recorded driver
For this method an email is sent to the driver at the end of a trip
(ignition is switched off) with the details of the trip and a number of
buttons they can click to indicate the purpose of the trip.
• Mobile application for the driver
Similar to the In Vehicle Display this method uses the drivers mobile
phone which is registered in the system against the drivers profile.
When the driver enters a vehicle they open the “app”, selects the
vehicle being used and the trip type. During the trip, each time the
ignition is switched off the driver is prompted to indicate whether the
trip is finished or is continuing. This allows stops for refuelling, rest stops
etcetera and records a single trip rather than a trip for each stop.
Administrative User Interface
An authorised FBT Administrator can also adjust the trip records to indicate
the purpose of the trip.
The module will produce an ATO compliant report for a specified period
when all trips have been classified and will also allow printing of a general trip
report.
The mTrax FBT module is supported by an ATO Private Ruling stating that the
module is compliant with ATO requirements and the generated reports may
be use for compliance reporting purposes. The ruling states:
• The mTrax GPS system 'FBT Vehicle Log Book' is a document that
satisfies the definition of 'log book records' in subsection 136(1).
• The mTrax GPS system 'FBT Vehicle Log Book' is a document that
satisfies the definition of 'odometer records' in subsection 136(1).
• An employer using the mTrax GPS system 'FBT Vehicle Log Book' is
entitled to claim a reduction of operating costs of a car on account of
business journeys, in a log book year of tax, as the mTrax GPS system
'FBT Vehicle Log Book' meets the requirements of section 10A.
• An employer using the mTrax GPS system 'FBT Vehicle Log Book' is
entitled to claim a reduction of operating costs of a car on account of
business journeys, in a non-log book year of tax, as the mTrax GPS
system 'FBT Vehicle Log Book' meets the requirements of section 10B.
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For full details on the Private Ruling at the ATO copy the following URL into
your web browser:
http://law.ato.gov.au/atolaw/view.htm?docid=%22CLR%2FCR201631%2FNAT
%2FATO%2F00001%22
Pathfinder
Pathfinder is a premium mTrax Route Optimisation application by Arvia.
Pathfinder will take all of your service calls, jobs and other routing tasks and
quickly provide a schedule to efficiently execute those tasks. Pathfinder is
customised for every customer engagement to ensure it takes into account
all of your business operational routing requirements.

Pathfinder route planning not only saves us operational hours
every day but allows many more jobs to be allocated to each
vehicle. Being able to time deliveries within a customer
delivery window helps us enormously.
David Oteri – Weststate Seafood.
Progressions
Progressions is a premium mTrax Route Monitoring application by Arvia.
Progressions takes the output solution of Pathfinder or other 3rd Route
Optimisation tool and provides the ability to watch the progress of the route
live. Projection of when an task (delivery etcetera) will occur and when the
route will completed based on progress is a powerful tool for understanding
the operational dynamics of both the tasks and the fleet utilisation. It
empowers the fleet manager/owner to understand driver behaviour and
make crucial decisions about fleet size and capacity.
Progressions-Onboard
Progressions-Onboard is a companion mobile application to Progressions that
allows a driver to obtain turn-by-turn directions and indicate when each task
has been completed. The information entered is live-updated to Progressions.
Proof of delivery via sign-on-glass is available.
Asset Tracking – tools and equipment
mTrax Tool Track is a simple premium application that allows a company to,
using RFID tags, register tools to a vehicle and then determine if any tools are
missing from the vehicle later. The process involves:
•

Tools are registered into the system and attached to a vehicle.
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•
•

When the driver turns on the ignition, the system scans the tools in the
vehicle and sends an SMS to the driver if any tools that were present at
the last scan are now missing.
When the driver turns off the ignition the system performs a scan and
records the current inventory.

Standard Reports are available to show:
• Current inventory listing and assigned vehicle.
• Current inventory for a specific vehicle
• Tool assignment history

Business Use Cases
Technical descriptions and screen shots of features tell you about the mTrax
product, but let’s consider how these features can be put to work in your
business. Below are some real world examples of how customers use mTrax.
They are not in any particular order. You may see a use that does not directly
apply to your business but allow your imagination to translate it into
something similar in your own business terms.
Tell us what your business case is and let us help you solve it
using mTrax.
(Table starts on next page)
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Registration/Insurance renewals
mTrax can send you an email to let
you know when your vehicle
registration or insurance renewal is
coming due.

Excess Idling
Drivers that leave their vehicles
running while they stop for a smoke
or rest or make a delivery etc. are
wasting fuel. The amount of fuel
wasted like this is surprisingly
significant. mTrax reports can identify
which drivers do this habitually
creating an opportunity to guide
their behaviour.
Driver License expiry
Driver Behaviour
mTrax send you or your drivers an
When a member of the public calls
email when their driver license is
to criticise the driving of one of your
coming up for renewal or has
vehicles it damages your reputation
expired.
as a company. mTrax helps to
validate complaints and identify the
driver so the matter can be
addressed.
Vehicle Maintenance
Vehicle Equipment Operating Rules
If you record the vehicles
One of our customers based in South
odometer/engine hours in the
Australia operates road safety
system, mTrax will let you know when vehicles with roof mounted hazard
the vehicle is due for maintenance.
lights fitted. These vehicles have
Or it could let your local service
“business rules” that state “A vehicle
agent know so they can arrange the with its flashers on must not exceed
service for you.
20kph”. mTrax monitors this and
alerts when the business rule is
violated.
Product Pilfering
Battery Monitoring
An Electrical contractor put a
The same company thought that
Geozone around scrap metal
the extended use of the flashers was
vendors in their area with an “entry” draining the vehicle battery and
alert. They found that a technician
stranding an employee on the road
was selling material to the scrap
late at night. mTrax monitors the
vendor pocketing the proceeds.
battery and generates an SMS alert
An Australian Vintner suspected that before it gets too low to start the
truckloads of grapes were being
vehicle. Analysis of the mTrax data
stolen. An mTrax device in the trucks also showed that drivers were
and Geozones around competitor
leaving their mobile devices
properties proved his suspicion to be plugged in to the accessory port in
correct.
the vehicle to charge up and this
was contributing significantly to the
problem.
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Timesheet Verification
mTrax allows you to compare worker
timesheets with trip and Geozone
reports. A number of customers
have reported detection of serious
timesheet cheating.
Unauthorised Use
Some employees are expected to
take their vehicle home each day
but not to use it for private use.
mTrax allows you to detect
unauthorised use.

Nearest service vehicle to a job
When a new job comes in, use the
global search feature on the map to
zoom straight to the location of the
customer. It’s easy to then see which
of your vehicles is closest.
Infringement Notices
When speeding/parking/other
infringement notices arrive mTrax
allows you to verify who was driving
at the time as well as validating that
the vehicle was
parked/speeding/other in that
location at the specified time.
Panic Button
Personal Trackers
A simple, low cost panic button on
Health professionals providing inthe vehicle dash allows a driver to
home care and services and
easily send a duress/SOS message to Technicians responding to afterthe system for urgent handling via
hours callouts face risks of personal
SMS or popup messages.
injury both from accident and
aggression.
The personal tracker allows the use
to summon help at the press of a
panic button.
Client sales visits
Unauthorised Absence
How often do your reps visit your
When you suspect that a driver is
customers? If you Geozone them,
taking time off, perhaps going home
mTrax will tell you when, how often
during the day or spending a lot of
and how long.
time on the side of the road or at
the local Café mTrax will help to
detect that.
Fleet Utilisation
Worker/Process efficiency
Do you know how much the vehicles A West Australia customer found
in your fleet are actually utilised? A
that by using Pathfinder the amount
West Australia company using
of time spent each day allocating
Pathfinder discovered that the work jobs and routes was cut by about
being done by four vehicles every
two hours every week day.
day could actually be done by
three most days.
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Thermal Compliance
A company delivering seafood to
outlets has to show that the
temperature of the food remains
within a specified range. mTrax
records the temperature of the
vehicle storage compartment
throughout the delivery route and
specifically at each delivery point
and alerts for temperature events.
Regulatory Compliance
A company in South Australia has
vehicles (Utilities, Trucks etc.) that run
on roads and also rail lines using
special equipment. There are tight
regulations around speed, wearing
seat belts, use of Four Wheel Drive
mode, Driver Vigilance monitoring
and Light Bars when the vehicle is on
the rail lines. Arvia created an mTrax
refleXions module to aggregate the
various sensors on the vehicle,
transmit them back to mTrax via the
3G network and monitor for
violations.

Commercial in confidence

Integration
A South Australia customer creates a
Geozone in mTrax, via a custom API,
for every service call received. They
then query mTrax to determine if a
service technician visited that
location and how long they were
there for.

Fuel Delivery Management
An Excavation company uses
mobile self-help fuel tankers to refuel
large excavation vehicles on site.
mTrax trackers and iButton readers
are used to authenticate drivers
using the fuel station and activate
the pumping system.
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Professional Installation Services

Arvia provides professional installation services for equipment into the
customer vehicles. We have over 100 authorised installers across Australia,
New Zealand and Singapore.
The Arvia Professional Services team collaborates with the customer to create
an installation project plan with schedules that achieve the fastest path to
fleet implementation while taking into consideration the operational use of
the vehicles.
Our Installers are provided with an “Installation Guide” that details what
standards we expect as well as specific requirements around the equipment
being installed. The installer uses our Installer Application to record, at the
start of the job, the make, model and year of manufacture as well as the VIN,
license plate and odometer/engine hours of the vehicle. This information is
used to populate the vehicle information in the system. At the end of the
install process the installer again uses the app to record the outcome of the
installation and then calls our service desk to perform a complete QA test of
the installed equipment to ensure it works as expected before leaving the
vehicle.
Occasionally a customer will ask if their maintenance staff can perform the
installations thereby avoiding the cost of installs. Our methods and processes
have been developed over several years to maximise the success of the
project and consequently the customers experience. Arvia is happy to
cooperate with the customer if they have qualified staff (auto electrician)
that are willing to diligently perform the work to Arvia’s install guide and
execute the QA processes.

Training and Support
Training
From a daily use perspective mTrax is really easy to use and, in our
experience, a short, shared screen conference call is all that is required to
get most users going. The administrative and advanced administrative
functions require more attention and while smaller companies use our
support desk to get many administration tasks done, larger organisations
prefer to manage the task internally. To that end Arvia can provide both online training and on-site training. On-line training is provided free on a business
hours scheduled basis. Other training models like after-hours sessions and
other boutique arrangements can be provided at a reasonable cost to the
customer. Onsite training can be provided and will be quoted for on request.

Commercial in confidence
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Support
Arvia wants to make sure our customers are able to use the product and be
successful in your objectives for implementing mTrax within your business.
Our support desk is available free of charge, on a fair use basis, via email for
non-urgent general requests and a free call number (for Australian and New
Zealand users).
Administrative tasks like new users, vehicle groups etcetera can be
undertaken by the Arvia support desk for customers with fewer than 50
vehicles. Larger customers need to either, ensure that a “mTrax Champion” is
appointed and trained to perform the administrative tasks or alternatively
take up an Administrative Services option for Arvia to perform all
administrative services on their behalf.
We require that requests for changes like adding users or other records be
submitted via email – even if a follow-up call is needed to collaborate with
the requestor on the implementation.

“fair use” of the help desk is free

Commercial in confidence
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Pricing models
mTrax is renowned for its reasonable pricing – based on the traditional
monthly billing model and a one-year contract when the customer buys the
tracking equipment or minimum three years if they rent the trackers.
But Arvia is adding to that standard model for businesses that have seasonal
vehicles or special purpose vehicles that might only be used on 2 or 3 days in
a week or month or even a year, and yet need to be tracked when they are
in use.
So Arvia has introduced two new billing options.
Seasonal
The seasonal model suits vehicles that are used extensively during some parts
of the year and very little in others. Agricultural vehicles fall into this category
as do some rental vehicles like motorhomes. The seasonal model allows the
customer to set which months of the year are busy and which are not. During
the “off” season the monthly cost drops to a very low charge that reflects the
communications costs of the GSM SIM card – which we can’t avoid and a
small admin charge. If the vehicle is used during an “off” month, the
customer will be billed the standard rate for that month.
Flexi
Some customers have vehicles that are used regularly but not every day and
perhaps not every month. The Flex plan means the customer is charged a
slightly premium rate on days when the vehicle is used and a very low rate
(again a communications cover charge and admin fee) on days when the
vehicle is not in use. The Flexi plan can result in significant savings for some
vehicles. An obvious candidate for the Flexi plan would be hire car
companies.
These plans allow our customers ultimate flexibility with “fair go” charges that
match the fleet utilisation. A key feature is that the customer can mix the
models in the fleet. Some on standard, some on Seasonal and/or Flexi.

Call us today to put your fleet on mTrax – 1300-135-581.
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